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all the game modes 
coming up

3v3 turn based combat

PvP mode

PvE mode

Arena battles 

Read more

Crafting

Resource management

Spell discovery

Summoning rituals

The Market

Base building

Read more

Real world map 
integration

Quests

Unique rewards

AR game mode

Read more

Wizardia is a Play-to-Earn (P2E), online role-playing strategy game with unique NFTs at its core.
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Wizardia’s economy is made up of 2 types of profit-yielding 

NFTs ensuring maximum ROI:

Active earning

wizard NFTs

Passive earning

Arena Genesis NFTs

Passive earning

Market Genesis NFTs

Passive and active earning
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Arena Vault

Arena Genesis  
NFT holders

Arena 
Transactions

to Arena tournament prize pool

25%

to Vault

7%

25%

50%

Arena Genesis NFTs
Arena Genesis NFTs generate passive income from all 

battles and transactions conducted within the Arena - 

without being required to participate in gameplay.



Market Genesis NFTs

A 1% cut of all Market 

revenue will be shared 

among NFT holders.

Earnings further 

increase as WZRD token 

price rises and the player 

base becomes larger.

1st round owners are 

projected to receive 133% 

APY with a player base of 

25 000 active users and 5 

daily trades each. 

Market Genesis NFTs generate passive income from 

all transactions conducted within the Market.  

NFT holders don’t have to play to earn.

Sales page Calculator
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Wizard NFTs
Wizard NFTs are the foundation of the gameplay. They can be improved 

over time to increase value - and then sold, traded, or rented to other users.

*Summoning is Wizardia’s breeding mechanic.

Free-to-Play Travelling Wizards can be borrowed by 

beginners to try out the game.

Summoned* Wizard NFTs (coming 
after Arena launch)

Randomly generated Attributes

With AI-assisted artwork generation

Rarity dependent on Wizard Legacy 

and $WZRD investment

Original Wizard NFTs - the 
rarest and most powerful

Stronger Attributes, faster to level up

Unique NFT artwork

More likely to possess and gain the 

strongest Abilities



How can you earn with 

Wizard NFTs

Win 

rewards for 

battling in the 

Arena

$WZRD 

and Resource 

Rent your 

Wizard NFT to 

other players

Rank up your 

Wizard NFTs 

and sell them 

for profit

Leave a Legacy 

to Summoned 

Wizard NFTs 

and sell them

Sales page Blog
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The first Tournament
Experience the first live version of the game, test your strategies and start winning!

WHAT DO I NEED TO PLAY?

Own at least 3 Wizards

Buy Wizards

Buy your entry ticket

Entry ticket

20 battles - $10

Battle and win
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Milestones achieved/future

Done

Arena genesis

Token launch/listing

Wizards

Market genesis

First tournament (PVE)

Community size  - 400k+

Future

PVP mode arena

Consumables

Base building mode

Crafting system

Spell discovery system

Wizard summoning (breeding)

Market live in game

AR game mode



OFFICIAL CHANNELS 

Medium

Wizardia Partners

Reddit

PancakeSwap

Instagram

Twitter

Telegram News

Website

Linktr

SecureBlock

Tiktok

Telegram Turkey

Facebook

NFT contract

Intercom

Gate.io

Discord

$WZRD  contract

Telegram

Gitbook
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